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Breaking Down Data Silos, Seriously
If you are the archetypical market researcher, chances are your main area of responsibility is in
using the traditional market research toolkits to find out answers to business questions. Survey
is very likely and unsurprisingly on the top of the tool list. This means you have abundant access
to survey data.
Then increasingly you realize the value of digital data based on what people do online and
across devices and technologies. You may already have a different team within your
organization that is dedicated to focus on digital data only, or you may be asked to start
bringing in what digital data can offer in terms of market intelligence.
The question remains: What is the most viable way to integrate survey data and digital data
that would yield unique, meaningful insights?
The challenges with having data silos residing in different teams or sources are persistent and
costly to overcome. There have been various approaches discussed in the industry with data
fusion being one main idea. While the intent is pragmatic, data fusion introduces significant
fuzzy logic in data integration, resulting in a level of accuracy that is hard to measure to say the
least.
Luth Research proposes a single-source data integration solution to turbo charge the traditional
survey research insights by adding in digital behavior data based on a respondent level
matching. The foundation for this one-to-one data integration is Luth Research’s ZQ
Intelligence™ panel which is projected to include close to 100,000 panelists in the U.S. by the
end of 2013. The ZQ Intelligence™ panel is designed and recruited with an ultimate goal to
enable and empower market researchers to integrate survey data, digital behavior data from
web tracking, mobile tracking and other sources of data using a respondent/user-centric
approach.
The respondents in the ZQ Intelligence panel are recruited and engaged to participate in ongoing research with their permission to install web tracking and mobile tracking technologies on
their computers and mobile devices. The panel composition is cross-sectional, closely mirroring
the U.S. Internet population on key demographic variables.
With ZQ Intelligence™ as the enabling technology, the integration of survey and digital
behaviors can be done in one of two ways. First is by using Luth’s + Digital service (For more
information: http://www.luthresearch.com/digital-insights), which allows you to append digital
behavior data for respondents who are already in the survey with ease and speed. Behavior
data range from brand specific visitation to social media activities, all readily available for
you to choose. Secondly, the integration can be achieved via Luth’s ZQ Digital Tribe
methodology. You customize the respondent criteria for your Tribe. Once the target
respondents are recruited into the Tribe, they are asked to give permission to track their online
activities across PCs, smartphones, laptops and tablets for a set period of time. Surveys will be
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conducted during the tracking timeframe to capture the reasons behind why they do what they
do.
+ Digital is the core service for the case study presented as part of this whitepaper.

How Does It Work
The + Digital process of how Luth’s single-source integration approach works is rather simple.
The first step is to design the survey you want to conduct and determine the target audience
you want to send the survey to. The target audience is typically defined by a set of
demographic, product/brand usage, and other criteria included in the screener section of the
survey.
Once the survey is properly designed and programmed to be accessible online, you can sample
from Luth’s single-source ZQ Intelligence™ panel to achieve the final number of completes.
At the end of the survey fielding, via the + Digital service, both the survey data and the digital
behavior data are matched up by the single unique respondent ID. The resulting integrated data
can be analyzed via a multitude of analytical tools including SPSS, database tools and data
visualization tools (e.g., Tableau). Traditional crosstabs can be generated depending on the
research objectives.
The case study presented in the next section illustrates the benefits of adding digital behaviors
into survey research using this one-to-one matching approach.

A Case In Point: Online Retailer Increases Actionability for Traditional
Research
All Commerce (Note: For confidentially reasons, the client name and segment names are
changed) operates multiple eCommerce brands across several different product categories.
Being proactive in gaining insights into consumers’ shopping journey, All Commerce
implements a holiday shopping diary research study during the 2012 holiday season combined
with Luth’s + Digital service.
The + Digital online diary study starts in November and completes on Christmas, 2012. A total
of 100 consumers are sampled and asked to document their gift shopping activities including
gift volume, gift type, gift recipient, and purchase frequency over approximately two months
during the holiday season. In addition to completing the weekly online diary, the respondents
agree to be tracked on their computer for all of their Internet activities along the same time
frame.
The digital behavior data yields important synergy with the diary study in two ways. First, the
digital behavior data adds unique insights that the diary study would not have captured.
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Second, the trends emerging from the digital behaviors corroborate key findings from the diary
study. Both contributions from digital behavior data have significantly enhanced All
Commerce’s ability to move on the identified insights, accelerating the company’s growth
strategies.
Enhancing Audience Insights with Behavior Trends
The first area where digital behaviors add unique value is in developing a richer, behavior-driven
audience profile beyond attitudinal profiling from survey research. Such profiles do a much better job in
helping marketing to determine whom to target and where to target them.
The diary study is built upon the premise that two key consumer segments – Segment A and Segment B
are the primary growth targets for All Commerce’s online gifting retail property – customcreation.com.
Only consumers classified into these two segments are recruited as respondents for the study.
Research findings from the survey research reveal that clothing and home décor are leading categories
driving gift purchases during the holidays. Home décor is one key category that is much better aligned
with the current product inventory at customcreation.com. Segment A is much more likely to purchase
clothing, kitchen & dining, and sweets & specialty foods, which are not the immediate target gift types
for customcreation.com. Thus, Segment A on the surface does not look like a strong consumer group
who customcreation.com should focus on based on the survey research results alone.
When overlaying digital behavior data on top of the survey data, we discover visitors to gifts.com, a key
competitor of customcreation.com, are much more likely to give gifts in clothing, toys, games,
grocery/food/drink as well as chocolate, candy or specialty food, which fits much more in line with
Segment A’s gift choices. These consumers are the competitor customers that customcreation.com
could potentially capture. It becomes clear that the growth strategy for this target group lies in
expanding gift products and ideas in these additional categories to make it relevant for its competitor
customers to shop at its site.
In addition, the digital behavior data show that research respondents who visit customcreation.com
during the holidays are much more likely to give health & beauty products, sports/outdoors and
book/literature as gifts compared to visitors to competitor websites. By offering gifts in these new
categories, customcreation.com will create a stronger opportunity for its own customers to find the
products they want, and increase their life time value with the online retailer.
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Chart 1.0: Gift Giving Categories by Gifts.com vs. CustomCreation.com
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Separately, the analysis of digital behaviors looks at how consumers who report giving different types of
gifts in the survey differ from each other in how they surf the Internet in general. The value of
comparing their web activity profiles is to optimize media planning for All Commerce to engage these
gift givers at the place where they most likely spend their time.
Consumers who give home décor and jewelry as gifts are the audience of special interest to All
Commerce. The charts below delineate the contrasts in the websites that these two types of gift givers
frequent. The home décor gift givers index higher on websites related to news, arts & entertainment,
people & society, home & garden, and jobs & education. On the other hand, the jewelry gift givers are
more likely to visit websites related to shopping, finance, games, and computers & electronics. Profile
differences like these are the much needed insights to help All Commerce decide on where to advertise
accordingly.
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Chart 2.0: Home Décor Gift Givers’ Web Profile
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Chart 3.0: Jewelry Gift Givers’ Web Profile
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Identifying Time Patterns for Behaviors
Combining the consumer segmentation data point and digital behaviors, the data integration uncovers
several important time-based behavior trends.
Based on their total visits to all target online retailers (See Chart 4.0), both Segment A and Segment B
consumers have their peak visits on the two Sundays on November 18th and December 9th. However, the
two segments have noticeable differences in where their visits dip. Segment B shows a heightened
volume early in the holiday season with a downward trend towards Christmas. Segment A, on the other
hand, is seen with a clear starting point on November 18th and holds a steady flow during the same time
frame. Particularly worth noting is Segment B’s drop in momentum after the Thanksgiving week, which
is followed by the Cyber Monday or Cyber Week for online shopping. The contrast between the two
segments in the fluctuation of visits implies potentially different mindsets among these two types of
consumers with Segment B being more likely to plan ahead in gifting while Segment A being driven more
by last minute necessity and the convenience of online shopping.
Chart 4.0: Online Retailer Visits by Segment
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Another source of insight is in weekly visitation patterns (See Chart 5.0) from Sunday to Saturday.
Segment A’s visits to online retailers peak on Saturday, and bottom out on Tuesday. Segment B seems to
hold an opposite trend with peak visits on Sunday with a mid week dip on Wednesday. All Commerce
will be able to up their chances to engage with the two groups of consumers much more effectively if its
brands can tailor their promotions and online advertising leveraging knowledge about these visitation
habits.
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Chart 5.0: Online Retailer Visits Weekly Pattern by Segment
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The analysis of visitation time patterns among the two segments as related to specific types of online
retailers show further differences between the two groups. For illustration purpose, the data for two
genres of online retailers - general merchandise websites and specialty food websites are included.
General merchandise websites such as amazon.com tend to draw a high volume of visits from Segment
B early in the holiday season starting in early November while Segment A waits until past Thanksgiving
to start visiting this type of retailers more heavily. Specialty food websites selling candies, chocolates
and sweets seem to be the last minute destination for Segment A consumers who tend to peak in visits
right before Thanksgiving and Christmas. In terms of weekly patterns, the two segments share more
similarities in their visits to general merchandise websites than in their visits to specialty food websites.
Chart 6.0: Visitation Trends over Two Months - General Merchandise Websites
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Chart 7.0: Visitation Trends over Two Months – Specialty Food Websites
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Similar to the general weekly pattern analysis, the two segments follow different ups and downs in a
typical week depending on which types of online retailers they shop. In terms of visits to general
merchandise websites, Tuesday is clearly a low visit day of the week for Segment A, but garners a high
volume of visits from Segment B. When visiting specialty food websites, Segment A are most likely to
visit on Monday and Saturday while Segment B tend to come in on Tuesday and Thursday of the week.
Chart 8.0: Weekly Visitation Trends - General Merchandise Website
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Chart 9.0: Weekly Visitation Trends - Specialty Food Websites
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With the understanding of how these two segments trend differently and similarly in their online
behaviors, All Commerce now gains clarity on what tangible marketing tactics can be and should be used
to convert the target segments better.

Understanding Social Media’s Role in Holiday Shopping
The influence of social media has been a topic with much debate in marketing as well as market
research. The addition of digital behavior data to the holiday shopping diary study provides several
critical insights illustrating how social media is being used in the context of holiday shopping.
Of all the visits to the popular social media networks (Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Pinterest) during the
holiday season, nearly 30% occur within 30 minutes before and after consumers’ visits to an online
retailer website.

Chart 10.0: Total Social Media Visits During Holidays
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Furthermore, the trend lines of these social media visits before and after visits to online retailers closely
match up with those of the visits to online retailers during the holiday season. The striking similarity in
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how these different sets of trend lines implies a strong correlation between consumers’ online retailer
visitation and social media activities. Consumers are likely researching and getting ideas via conversing
among their social networks prior to visiting online retailers. They also seem equally likely to return to
the social media sites after shopping.

Chart 11.0: Total – Online Retailer and Social Media Visits
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A deeper look at how the two segments have trended on their visits to online retailers as well as social
media sites reveal interesting contrasts. Segment B shows substantially higher volumes of visits to both
online retailers and social media sites than Segment A. Segment B also tends to spike earlier in the
holiday season while Segment A’s visits are more likely to even out through the holiday season with
smaller peaks right before the actual holidays.
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Chart 12.0: Segment A – Online Retailer and Social Media Visits
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Chart 13.0: Segment B – Online Retailer and Social Media Visits
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The intertwined relationship between social media visitation and online retailer visitation signifies an
important role social media is playing in online shopping. All Commerce can leverage advertising on
social media during the holiday season to increase top of mind awareness for its online retailers and
consumer consideration in the early stages of the purchase funnel. In particular, social media can be an
effective channel to engage Segment B in their purchase journey.
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Developing Relevant Messages for Segments
The results from the online shopping diaries alone have yielded clear differences in spending habits and
gift categories for the two target segments. Segment A is found to be more likely to purchase lowerprice gifts while Segment B tends to buy higher-price gifts but with fewer number of gifts. Segment A is
more likely to buy for other relatives. On the other hand, the gift recipients of Segment B are made up of
children under 12 years (as opposed to teens and adults), spouse/significant other, parents and friends.
The above findings coupled with the digital trends on time patterns and social media usage along with
visits to online retailers present an excellent opportunity to develop relevant marketing messages for
the respective segment. Now we not only understand Segment B buys more expensive gifts and buy for
more intimate relationships, but also know consumers in the group tend to plan ahead and shop early.
For Segment A, they are driven by last minute consideration, lower cost choices, and casual
relationships. All Commerce can target Segment B with a marketing narrative to focus on being a
thoughtful gift giver starting early while appealing to Segment A on convenience, speed, and last minute
availability in their holiday campaign.

Small Step, Big Impact
Taken together, the integration of survey research and digital behavior data has yielded
tangible benefits for the client in several important decision areas in marketing, including
enhancing audience targeting, optimizing promotion timing tactics, and leveraging social media
effectively. What it takes is a small step in considering and planning for adding digital behavior
data to the survey work at the respondent level.
Luth Research’s single-source panel providing surveying opportunities, continuous web and
mobile tracking via its ZQ Intelligence ™ technology platform is a leading solution to the data
silo problem that market researchers and marketers have been striving to solve. With a
straightforward one-to-one match based on unique respondent ID, this single-source approach
to integrate multi-dimensional data proves to be easy, transparent and impactful.
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